
Millions of  workers and youth in the past weeks have
taken to the streets from LA to NYC, from Chicago to
Charlotte, from Denver to Milwaukee, against the racist
attacks on immigrants in the U.S.  A stay out action
called for May 1 against racist immigration laws should
become a mass general strike of all workers against
racism, wage-benefit cuts and imperialist oil war.  An
attack against one is an attack against all of us!

The US bosses have made immigration reform a major
issue. The choice given to us is the Sensenbrenner or the
McCain-Kennedy Bill. One would criminalize undocumented
immigrants permanently; the latter would set them on the
path to eventual citizenship, and set up a bracero program
(guest worker).

Both bills are different sides of the same fascist US impe-
rialist coin. But the openly fascist features of the Sensen-
brenner Bill are driving immigrants and their supporters to
view the Kennedy-McCain Bill as the lesser of two evils. This
is a fatal mistake.

The Sensenbrenner camp represents the openly racist
bosses with their investments nationally. Kennedy-McCain
represents the liberal racist bosses with trillions invested
abroad and a worldwide empire to rule. 

But this empire is in serious trouble.  As shown by Iraq,
the US bosses are losing their grip on Middle Eastern oil,
which has propped up their world domination
for the last 40 years.  Also, imperialists in
China, Europe, Russia and Japan are challeng-
ing them for greater market share and control
of strategic resources like oil.

To stem the demise of their blood soaked
empire the US imperialists are preparing for
bigger wars. That is why next year's military
budget is $663 billion. But, they need more than
money and weapons for their wars. They need
millions of our youth to fight and die for their
profits system and millions more of us to slave
for low wages and no benefits in their war
industries.

That's why immigration reform has taken
center stage.  With the McCain-Kennedy Bill

the liberal US imperialist bosses want to win immigrant work-
ers and their 3 ½ million American born children to show grat-
itude for this country by "patriotically" working under racist
conditions and joining the military to fight, kill and die for US
imperialism.

We the working class — workers, students and soldiers,
immigrants and citizens the world over — have no stake in
the imperialists' genocidal wars or their source: capitalist
exploitation. We, and only we, who produce all value, have
the power to change the world. Not by voting for imperial-
ist politicians or supporting capitalist laws, but by organiz-
ing workers in the factories, students and soldiers in the
military, by uniting with black and white workers, to fight
against the racist imperialist system for workers power: com-
munism.

The bosses hate communism and tell us that it failed in
Russia and China.  The real failure is capitalism and its mur-
derous system that continues to enslave workers around the
world.  Communism, which has not yet existed, will elimi-
nate the bosses, racism, wages, the market and wars for
profits.  We'll share the fruits of our labor "from each accord-
ing to commitment, to each according to need."

Under communism there will be no nations, 
borders or races to divide us. Join the Revolutionary
Communist Progressive Labor Party in the fight for
communist revolution.

All Workers and Youth Must Fight
Anti-Immigrant Racism

CAN’T FIGHT RACISM RELYING ON LIBERAL BOSSES


